Dear Sir/Madam:

The Endowment Fund Advisory Board (EFAB) of the Association of Nepalese Agricultural Professionals of Americas (NAPA) sincerely requests you to consider donating to its Endowment Fund. Your donations to endowment fund will help NAPA toward achieving its overarching goal, 'Global Food Security through Agricultural Transformation.' NAPA is a non-profit, non-governmental, non-religious, and non-political professional organization dedicated to serving humanity through scientific research, teaching, outreach, and charitable initiatives in agricultural and allied disciplines. Since its inception in 2016, NAPA has implemented outstanding programs such as international scientific conferences, scholarships, research mini-grants, webinars and workshops, peer-reviewed global journal (GJAAS), a seminal book on food security, research and policy briefs, and Agri-Connection – an electronic newsletter.

To facilitate and expand its endowment fund, originally initiated in 2017, envisioning the economic and programmatic sustainability of this emerging organization, NAPA Executive Committee (EC) has established an Endowment Fund Advisory Board in January 2021. The EFAB envisages utilizing the endowment revenue to sponsor NAPA’s flagship programs, prioritizing donor-specified activities while allowing the principal to grow through its productive investment strategies.

You may contribute to this noble cause by establishing the fund in your own name or your beloved ones' name(s). As a contributor, you can also express your activity of interest to NAPA, consistent with NAPA’s mission and vision. It is an incredible opportunity for you to contribute to this cause through an upfront donation or any amount on a monthly or annual basis for any number of years, based on your interest and willingness. Donations to NAPA endowment funds are tax-deductible. Our Endowment Fund Donation Recognitions/Tiers are:

- Platinum Sponsor ≥$10,000
- Gold Sponsor ≥$5,000
- Bronze Sponsor ≥$1,000
- Valued Sponsor or Supporter <$500 (allocated to common/pool fund)
- Diamond Sponsor ≥$7,000
- Silver Sponsor ≥$3,000
- Green Sponsor ≥$500

The endowment fund's beauty is that a sponsor may customize the donation as a single or multiple installment(s) over the years. The tiered recognition level may scale up anytime your support reaches the designated tier as mentioned above. The EFAB assures you that every donation to this fund will be maintained, managed, and utilized transparently.

Thank you in advance for your solidarity. We look forward to receiving your generous pledge for the endowment fund. We highly appreciate your continued support to NAPA. For more information, please visit: https://www.napaamericas.org/endowment.php.

In anticipation,

Endowment Fund Advisory Board